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C

hina’s rise brings with it numerous strategic imperatives and concerns. These include
expanded economic engagement in diverse regions, growing political influence and
responsibilities, and new challenges to territorial claims.3 China’s leaders have directed
the military to prepare itself to secure and protect these interests. People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) modernization and planning efforts thus are driven by a renewed sense of urgency
and senior-level interest. These imperatives also are compelling the PLA to develop capabilities
directed toward new missions to deal with unpredictable situations and unfamiliar
environments.4 PRC leaders have growing concerns about challenges to China’s maritime claims
in the South China Sea and East China Sea. On the Korean peninsula, uncertainty and the
potential for instability loom. Potential crises around China’s vast periphery present PRC leaders
and planners with the possibility of unexpected and dangerous situations. These emerging
security challenges are forcing the PLA to adapt how it plans for future contingencies, deploys
its forces, and fights.5 This testimony is based primarily on several types of Chinese military
sources, including official press reports, articles from PLA military science journals, teaching
materials, and military science research publications. It seeks to address how PLA planners at the
national level deal with strategic objectives for potential contingencies, how those objectives are
communicated to theater commands, how contingency plans are formulated at the national and
theater level, and how planning mechanisms are constructed for dealing with potential resource
constraints between theater commands.
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The need to effectively deal with these situations serves as the backdrop for the PLA’s recent
reorganization. The reorganization is aimed at ensuring a more agile, operationally oriented
force. It is attempting to accomplish this by stripping away legacy structures and missions,
reemphasizing core mission areas, and building capacity in critical domains. New organizational
entities, particularly the theater commands, are oriented toward multiple territorial defense
missions, as well as toward responsibilities for protecting the PRC’s maritime claims. In recent
years, PLA joint exercises have emphasized long-range mobility and preparing forces to operate
in new settings.6 PRC leaders intend for these organizational and operational reforms to enable
the PLA to “effectively control major crises, properly handle possible chain reactions, and firmly
safeguard the country’s territorial sovereignty, integrity and security.”7
The primary strategic and operational considerations that drive PLA planning also have
changed, reflecting the realities of a more complicated international security environment. The
PRC’s strategic focus for much of its history has been on land-based threats. Over the past two
decades, PRC leaders have recognized that the nation’s interests are migrating increasingly
toward China’s southeast littoral and maritime domains. President Xi Jinping’s concern about the
PLA’s readiness to mitigate and confront challenges in all domains underpins his recent
directives for the PLA to prepare for military struggle.8 These preparations are founded on the
recognition that the PLA must improve its flexibility and preparedness to respond to a wide
range of potential scenarios. China’s most recent military strategy details the need to improve the
PLA’s joint operations and its ability to conduct system-of-systems operations—two core
elements needed to fight and win informatized local wars in the future.9 Further, these
operational imperatives require the PLA to improve its ability to integrate advanced capabilities
in all domains and tailor them to the specific characteristics of a given crisis or conflict.10
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One of the most critical elements in meeting these new challenges is centered on improving
the PLA’s planning processes and command automation systems. Several PLA exercises
supporting Xi’s directive to prepare for military struggle have emphasized operational planning,
particularly at the theater level.11 In addition, key exercises have also tested new command
automation systems, including the integrated command platform (ICP), a system designed to
provide commanders and staffs with up-to-date intelligence, targeting, and command and control
information, along with simulations and automated decisionmaking aids to support commanders’
planning and command functions.12 The PLA’s recent efforts to train its staffs for joint planning
and command reflect a sense of urgency in addressing a long-standing problem while
simultaneously implementing necessary changes that led to the PLA’s new organizational
structure.13 The PLA’s ability to meet these challenges will have a direct effect on the PRC’s
success in preparing for and responding to the potential crises it may confront in the future.

Managing National-Level Objectives
The national-level objectives that drive contingency planning are found largely in two
primary sources: the Military Strategic Guidelines (MSG) and the National Military Strategy
(NMS). Both documents contain information outlining the PLA’s military modernization
objectives, its primary strategic concerns, and core missions for the PLA and each of its services
and branches. In addition, the PLA produces a large body of military science material that
supports the development of these key documents and informs PLA leaders on progress in areas
of concept development, strategic and operational thought, and a variety of other fields essential
to modern warfare.14
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The MSG sets the PLA’s operational planning parameters and provides overarching guidance
on a wide range of issues that dictate the future missions, force structure, and operational
scenarios for which the PLA must plan.15 Its comprehensive guidance defines the PLA’s
strategic objectives, strategic military tasks, main strategic direction, and other imperatives that
give focus to operational planning and development timelines.16 Four areas within the MSG have
particular importance for PLA operational planning: the strategic objective, the main strategic
direction, strategic deployment, and the patterns of strategic action. In essence, the MSG tells the
PLA what it is fighting for, what it is attempting to achieve, where its efforts will be directed,
and the type of conflict for which it must prepare.
The PLA’s specific operational planning efforts rest on the MSG’s determination of the main
strategic direction, which is the key to realizing strategic objectives and accomplishing strategic
tasks.17 The main strategic direction is determined by the direction and severity of primary
threats and is based on the nature and priority of competing interests, the relative strengths of
forces, geography, and the overall strategic situation in the region. The delineation between the
primary and secondary strategic directions is largely based on the weighting of one threat against
others in their respective directions. Historically, changes in the main strategic direction have
occurred infrequently and were based on major changes in the international security
environment.18 At this time, Taiwan remains the main strategic direction driving PLA planning
and individual service missions; however, the 2015 NMS calls for the PLA to prepare itself
better to respond to crises in multiple domains and geographic regions.19 Based on this guidance,
PLA planning across theaters and within the Central Military Commission (CMC) now must
address a wide range of potential threats and scenarios that may arise in secondary strategic
directions. As a concept that applies to both the strategic and campaign levels of warfare, the
designation of primary and secondary strategic directions is the crucial link between national
objectives and warfighting.20
The need to ensure readiness for multiple simultaneous threats requires coordinated planning
and deconfliction of resources and efforts among a dispersed set of geographic boundaries. The
PLA’s military reforms in early 2016, particularly the establishment of theater commands, were
meant to remove old administrative layers (e.g., military regions) and provide a command
structure capable of managing crisis situations or military conflict.21 Understanding which
strategic directions present the most significant concerns provides critical information about the
15
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focus of PLA operational planning efforts. In light of a more volatile security situation and Xi’s
guidance to prepare for military struggle, PLA planners at both the strategic and theater levels
now are planning and preparing for potential conflicts in secondary directions.22 Notably, recent
PLA military science publications have pointed out that during the PRC’s history, China has
faced conflicts in its secondary strategic directions far more often than it has in the main
direction.23

Communicating Objectives
Once national-level objectives that guide PLA contingency planning are set, they are
delivered to the respective theaters via two methods. The first is through dissemination of
strategic guidelines and official policy statements. Documents such as the MSG and NMS—
along with official statements, speeches, and other publications resulting from party and military
meetings, such as All-Army conferences—provide various levels of detailed direction that guide
PLA planning, deployment, and modernization. As discussed earlier, the MSG is the most
authoritative and enduring of these policy statements. Other guidelines and regulations are
developed based on the MSG’s content and direct specifics for particular PLA areas of concern.
At the strategic level, modernization requirements established by the MSG shape the PLA’s
Equipment Development Strategy, a plan that guides military research, development, and
acquisition in ten-year increments.24 Recent examples of operationally oriented guidance include
the 2014 CMC document entitled Opinions on Raising the Level of the Realistic Battle
Orientation of Training and the General Staff Department’s (GSD’s) Opinions on Strengthening
and Improving Campaign and Tactical Training, issued in 2015.25 Both documents are closely
tied to directives calling for preparations for military struggle, a concept discussed at length in
China’s 2015 NMS. Finally, other guidance stems from dedicated plans focused on developing
core capabilities and operational concepts. For example, the PLA initiated its program to develop
joint operations concepts in 2001 with the Five-Year Plan on Headquarters’ Informatization
Building, 2001–2005.26 This program served as the bedrock for later PLA joint planning and
command automation development.
Command automation is a critical element for ensuring that national-level objectives are
communicated to commanders and units in the various PLA theater commands and services. The
integrated command platform serves as the common element in ensuring that objectives,
22
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intelligence, and situational assessments are delivered to commanders and their staffs on a timely
basis.27 These systems ensure that strategic objectives are passed to units to ensure deconfliction
of resources and efforts. Systems such as the “Theater Joint Command Post Campaign Planning
Simulation and Aid to Decision Making System” provide commanders and their staffs with the
capability to generate plans for different courses of action developed through simulations that
fuse various information sources—including intelligence, terrain and weather data, and
situational awareness tools.28 These systems are core elements in how the PLA ensures that its
Theater Commanders have access to critical tactical and operational information and strategiclevel guidance. Training to improve ICP functions and operator proficiency has been under way
for several years. For example, the former Chengdu and Shenyang Military Regions conducted
operational experiments to develop ICP functionality and use in 2011 and 2012, respectively.29

National and Theater Planning Process
Organizationally, the CMC is responsible for ensuring that national objectives are factored
into strategic planning and management across the PLA. Within the CMC, the Joint Staff
Department is charged with three main functions: (1) operations planning, (2) command and
control, and (3) operations command support.30 Theater commands are tasked with developing
theater-specific plans to deal with threats within their directional focus. Based on official press
reporting, it appears that planning responsibilities have been delegated down to the theaters in a
way they never were to the military region-level under the PLA’s previous organizational
construct. In particular, the CMC Joint Operations Department has been overseeing a program
across the theaters to ensure that staff officers and planners are qualified to fulfill their
designated roles.31
27
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The planning process at the strategic level begins with the definition of strategic objectives
and associated key missions. Strategic plans are, in part, composed of the strategic assessment,
strategic missions, strategic deployments, strategic support measures, and strategic rear area
work.32 Assigned strategic missions are prioritized and distinguished by phase and geographic
necessity. The main and secondary strategic directions are then selected based on national
objectives and the designation of strategic missions. Planning in the main strategic direction will
be driven by the nature of the threat, strategic disposition, and geographic considerations.33
Similarly, determinations on strategic phasing and deployment will dictate the forces available
for strategic actions and tasks. Based on these considerations, the scope of strategic actions will
vary depending on the adversary’s objectives, capabilities, and the potential for escalation. Key
strategic actions may include war mobilization, strategic attack, strategic air raid and counter air
raid, deterrence, information operations, and protection—among many others.34 Plans for
strategic actions are then incorporated into an overall strategic plan. In the end, strategic plans
unite the war plans developed by theater commands for each strategic direction and guide war
preparation and implementation during each conflict phase.35
Planning at the operational level is driven by two general organizing principles: campaigns
and combat systems.36 Campaigns provide a joint organizational construct that includes an
operational-level command structure with service- and function-oriented operations groups.
Campaigns are the building blocks of PLA wartime planning at the operational level. They are
based on a broad analysis of modern warfare and the key operations performed by military
organizations. In essence, they describe a specific type of military operation (e.g., border
counterattack, anti–air raid, or island blockade) and serve as an organizational template
consisting of multiple operations groups that fall along a generally consistent set of
organizational and functional lines.37 As a general guideline, campaigns can thus consist of a
range of operations groups—including ground, air, naval, missile, information operations,
special operations, deception, combat support, and logistics.38

Operations, Strives to Advance the Building of Joint Operations Command Capability,” Jiefangjun Bao, June 16,
2016.; and for the Western Theater, see Long Shaohua and Yang Xiaobo, “PLA Western Theater Command
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Precise and Fine Training,” Jiefangjun Bao, April 7, 2016.
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Combat systems are closely related to campaigns, but the organizing principle behind them is
functional rather than organizational. Combat systems are characterized by advanced weapons
systems being coordinated and integrated across domains and services. According to PLA
doctrinal materials, “modern campaigns are the confrontation between combat systems.”39 This
distinction is essential for PLA warfighting, which seeks to destroy or degrade an adversary’s
systems while protecting its own, particularly under what the PLA terms informatized
conditions.
Responsibility for developing the Theater Command’s joint campaign plan falls to the
Theater Command’s Chief of Staff, who receives overall direction from the theater
commander.40 The main contents included in the plan are (1) the campaign goal, (2) the main
operational direction, (3) the campaign disposition, (4) the basic fighting methods, (5) campaign
phasing, and (6) campaign initiation time.41 The campaign resolution is the most critical
component for any campaign plan and serves as the basis for campaign development and
execution.42 Joint campaign coordination is accomplished through a unified campaign plan that
coordinates the activities of all operational groups in line with the campaign resolution and plans.
This coordination effort is intended to ensure that all campaign activities are synchronized and
integrated and possess the necessary capabilities and support to accomplish their assigned tasks.

Planning Considerations Across Contingencies
The most recent version of Science of Military Strategy, published in 2013, outlined a
framework of warfare types that China might face in the future. It included four categories of
war: (1) a “relatively large-scale high-intensity anti-separatist war” that would center on Taiwan;
(2) a “medium-scale, low- to medium-intensity self-defense and counterattack operation” along
the periphery that could involve encroachments or threats to PRC maritime claims; (3) a “smallscale, low-intensity anti-terrorist, stability maintenance” operation to protect internal stability
and Chinese citizens in China and abroad; and (4) a large-scale ground invasion.43 The largescale ground invasion was viewed as only a remote possibility. The author contended that the
PRC’s most significant threat involved a large-scale attack by a “powerful enemy” designed to
destroy China’s war potential and force the PRC’s capitulation. The likeliest threat came from a
limited conflict in the maritime domain. In the end, the author concluded that the scenario
requiring most preparation involved Taiwan—a “large-scale, relatively high-intensity local war
in the sea direction against the backdrop of nuclear deterrence.”44
While the PLA has multiple campaigns relevant to the categories of conflict outlined in this
framework, one authoritative PLA teaching guide identifies the Island Blockade Campaign, the
39
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40
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Joint Firepower Strike Campaign, and the Island Offensive Campaign as “foremost among” all
campaigns in the context of modern warfare.45 The development of PLA joint training and core
operational concepts in recent years demonstrates the PLA’s commitment to preparing for these
types of operations. Recent experimentation on the operational concept of target-centric warfare
has emphasized firepower strike capabilities and focused on engaging mobile targets and
employing opposition forces in order to challenge exercise participants.46 Similarly, PLA joint
exercises since 2010 have focused on developing a variety of key operational capabilities while
centering on Taiwan or contingencies on China’s borders. In many respects, these operational
concepts reflect long-term thinking about two of China’s most significant potential conflict
scenarios: Taiwan-centered operations and “chain reactions” along the PRC’s periphery.47 The
most significant feature of recent PLA discussion about preparing for military struggle is not
which potential conflict scenario is designated as most likely or most dangerous; instead, it is the
extent to which PRC leaders are forcing the PLA to become more flexible and ready to deal with
a much wider range of potential crises than in the past.

Managing Competing Requirements and Resource Constraints
The PLA’s emphasis on preparing for contingencies in multiple theaters will place a
premium on the effective coordination of resources among theaters. The emphasis of wartime
coordination at both the war and campaign levels stems from several factors. The nature of the
threat, both in terms of capabilities and the scope of its objectives, will dictate whether
preparations will encompass more than one theater and the types of offensive and defensive
capabilities that will need to be arrayed for both deterrence and homeland defense. The most
challenging planning consideration requires preparations—especially in the PLA Navy, PLA
Rocket Force, PLA Air Force, and Strategic Support Force—to counter a “strong enemy,” a term
reserved for the United States.48 In addition, several scenarios ranging from maritime claims in
the south and east to stability issues on the Korean peninsula raise the prospect that the United
States will act with allies against the PRC. For instance, PLA studies have highlighted what they
perceive as a recently more assertive Japan.49 Against modern adversaries, such as the United
45
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2013, p. 2; and Chang Xin, “Use Military Innovation Theory to Guide Substantial Leap in Combat Power—InDepth Reforms and Target-Centric Warfare-Adapted Command Methods Guide Transformation; Active Innovations
and Target-Centric Warfare-Adapted Training Models Push Forward Transformation; Comprehensive Integration
and Target-Centric Warfare-Adapted Information Systems Support Transformation; Gradual Completion and
Target-Centric Warfare-Adapted Supports Serve Transformation,” Qianwei Bao, March 31, 2013, p. 4.
46
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States, PLA commanders and planners are compelled to prepare for long-range precision strikes
against PRC’s war potential. PLA planners see these types of attacks as a key feature of modern
warfare and problematic because they expand the conflict’s strategic space and increase the need
for additional resources for national air defense, strategic protection of key assets, strategic
counterattack capabilities, and rear area services.50 More powerful adversaries with expansive
goals may raise the potential for escalation in an attempt to hold China’s strategically important
targets at risk and potentially threaten PRC interests in other strategic directions. Multi-axis
attacks present significant complications, requiring additional air defense to defend and offensive
capabilities to retaliate. A final concern for managing competing requirements and interests is
that of “chain reactions” or opportunistic challenges to contested claims on China’s periphery
that occur during conflict and outside of the main operational and strategic direction.51
Strategic management in crisis or war rests with the CMC—and within the CMC structure, it
will fall to the organization with the specific functional responsibility. Strategic management and
command of operational capabilities, activities, and disposition is under the purview of the CMC
Joint Staff Department, with the mobilization and logistic support departments within the CMC
exercising similar authority in their respective areas. At the national level, these activities likely
will be performed through the CMC’s Joint Operations Command Center providing guidance
and direction to the Theater Command Joint Operations Centers.

Implications for China’s Approach to Regional Security
The PLA’s military reforms and reorganization are intended to build a military that is more
responsive to what China’s senior leaders see as an increasingly uncertain security environment.
No longer is it possible to focus modernization and planning on one primary purpose without
doing adequate preparation for other more likely (though less prominent) situations that could
present crises. Over the past few years, PLA activities have emphasized building a military
capable of responding to situations in multiple geographic regions and critical domains. The
development of theater commands capable of planning and executing missions in their respective
areas of responsibility will be a key factor in the PLA’s success or failure in achieving these
objectives. Similarly, the attempt to build a joint strategic command structure within the CMC
suggests that PRC leaders recognize the importance of integrating operational and support
activities across multiple theaters in future conflicts. The major issue facing the PLA will remain
its ability to adequately train and prepare staffs for this new environment. Although there has
been a significant amount of training and exercise activity in recent years to develop these
capabilities, there are indications that significant shortfalls still remain.52
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The PLA has made significant progress in several key modernization areas over the past two
decades. Many of the new systems the PLA is bringing into its inventory are world-class and
incorporate the latest technology. The proportion of the PLA that is considered modern by
Western standards is increasing steadily. However, one of the most significant challenges for the
PLA has been its ability to integrate these capabilities into the type of system-of-systems
architecture it judges necessary for future conflicts. Its joint operations concept development has
been focused on various aspects of this and there has been significant progress in several areas.
That said, the PLA’s 2016 reorganization raised questions about its ability to plan and integrate
these functions in a range of scenarios. At this early point in the new structure, the PLA is still
grappling with how to train its commanders and staffs for joint command. By all accounts, the
training is well under way but the results are questionable. It remains uncertain at this point how
effective the PLA will be in future crises (especially major crises) at integrating information,
activities, and capabilities across multiple theaters and among the PLA’s services and branches.
Shortcomings in planning and integration not only present potential military weaknesses in
conflict, but also may create unstable situations in crises. If the PLA has difficulty managing
resources and activities within its own organization, it will be more difficult for Chinese state
and party entities to gain information and take courses of action to deescalate in a crisis. This
could prove a devastating shortfall in many of the potential crisis areas or conflict scenarios that
PRC leaders believe they may face in the future.

p. 5; Shi Hua, Zheng Jinhua, and Xu Zhongguang, “Integrated Command Platform Training Must Deal With
Concrete Issues,” Qianwei Bao, April 15, 2012, p. 4. Sources in Footnote 27 also describe shortcomings in this area.
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